Wiring diagram fiat grande punto

Thanks but these dont include the ECU system. I cant be the first to have problems here anyone
help Peter. Try 1. Visually inspecting the individual wires on the harness 2. Clean the pins as
best you can smear with silicone grease not silicone sealant and plug and unplug a few times.
Assuming that this is the horrible nasty micro ECU that Mk2 8v punto s were cursed with the
external wiring should be exactly thhe same as that givven for. Easier all round if you just use
the ECU that came with the engine you are using. At least you know itll work. Arse Ill think of
something witty Originally Posted by Stu Hi does anyone have a wiring diagram for my punto. I
have haynes manual on. Any help would be appreciated. Just uploaded a punto manual with
wiring diagrams but its written in Polish. The wiring diagrams are good being copies of the old
style fiat diagrams. Some of the components are marked with ideograms and they would all be
obvious to an Auto Electrician. Im going to post all the diagrams I have so they are all in one
place so sorry for people with slow connection This diagram is the actual RCL kit diagram that
came with the kit. This is another diagram that also came with the kit showing you how to wire it
This diagram is a scan I took from my haynes manual - Its for a punto. You really need to buy
the Haynes. None of the bootleg copies have the wiring diagrams. You might find that the
diagrams for the SPI Sei are very similar and theyre in the downloads section but the real trick
to fitting any alarm is not so much having a wiring diagram but knowing where to find the wires
if you get me. What part of the CAN diagram do you want What year is the car. Originally Posted
by rickymundo Does anybody have the Audio wiring diagrams for a 1. If you live near
Manchester i can get a photcopy for you Cheers Luke. Not to worry chaps. I have found some
diagrams that are helping me in the general Internet ether. Haynes wiring diagrams are pretty
good I find. The workshop manual wiring diagrams are reporduced in the Porters Manual
Originally Posted by Grantlyn i have managed to ste up 2 in the frount foot wells off the cigar
lighter but now they are always on and would like to put on a switch so i could turn them on and
off indipendantly does any one now how i could do this diagrams would be great. Originally
Posted by Hyrpel Dear all I got eLearn on my computer but I have an issue with it when I what to
look on the wiring diagrams it just show a little black square in the corner and no diagram
shows up. Any one know what to do I need a wiring diagram for the electric fan in the engine
room with aircond for GP 1. Hyrpel thanked for this post. What are you looking for faults
symptoms do you have to require a wiring diagram They are all the wiring diagrams in the
Haynes Manual Ziggy. A wiring diagram for the whole car In the back of the Haynes manual
there are diagrams for each electrical system eg audio system or electric windows Is there a
specific one you need. Just looked in my book i was wrong thought it listed relays as well as
fuses but it doesnt. Those LEDs might be expensive but it saves you voiding your warranty by
having to cut into the sidelight wiring.. Automotive advices fiat punto wiring diagrams. TB
swapped and problem still exists. Fast idle. Moving connector affects idle sometimes. Fault was
intermittent but now seems continuous. Does anyone have ECU sensor wiring diagrams I have
looked averywhere and cannot find them so any help would be greatly appreciated. FIAT PUNTO
wiring diagrams hello there wondering if anyone could help me with getting some wiring
diagrams for my mk1 punto 55s if anyone could help plzzz. I know the punto 1. The 1. Im just
wondering. Ok I bought my son a Hawk HA pro alarmcentral locking kit. It looks as though the
previous owner had tried to install a similar kit and failed there is no locks in the doors to lock
the car they have been blanked so there is no way to lockunlock the car apart from unlock the
boot with the key and reach in and open the lock. Anyway I gave my son the alarm and he
passed it back saying I cant fit. FIAT PUNTO Remote central locking installation wiring included
Hi guys I bought a remote central locking kit that includes boot release not bothered about this
and understand i cant get it to work as i have to buy an extra peice of equipment to make it work
The kit I bought isnt a fiat brand bought it on ebay and its made by max or something lol i
dunno. Anyways I have no idea where to put what n where n how n why lol so I went through the
trouble of copying. Please could someone help me I have a shorting somewhere and need to
find out where as its draining my battery in 2 days if not started I have a PDF of the Haynes
Manual but there are no wiring diagrams on the PDF. So if anyone knows of a copy of a wiring
diagram it would be greatly appreciated Thanks Allen. This is a bit of a pain when the
windscreen is steamed up. I have removed the relevant fascia panels and am satisfied that the
two embedded bulbs are OK. Both filaments appear to be. Has anyone else had this problem
Does anyone know where I can find a wiring diagram Also General help is needed because this
isnt good Thanks. Donor car is a Mk2b3 punto Dynamic Plus 5dr. I hope that by asking for a
specific area of diagrams I might get a response. I am desperate for the wiring diagram for the
seicento mpi sporting so i can work out where my punto wires can connect. Ive sorted the
punto side of things and was hoping to splice into the d9 i think connecter of my seicento and
then write up a guide for anyone else who is stuck as this could be an. Im wiring some interior
LED footwell lights but I want them to come on with the sidelights I cant seem to find a wiring

diagram anywhere Does anyone know if any external wiring looms run inside the car where I
can pick a feed up or have any wiring diagrams with wiring colour codes Thanks for any help
folks. I have checked out the battery and its fine so its my headunit. Just need to know in terms
of wiring to the back of the cigarette lighter what is positive and what is negative I thought i had
figured it out but then realised that part of it is just the light that comes on with the sidelights. I
need them to be powered permanently in line with the switch. Any advice guides links diagrams
or photos are very welcome Thanks. Has anyone got a diagram which explains what each relay
does Many thanks in advance. Going through the process of diagnosing my engine
management light and found my OBD cable isnt working. Its the ELM v1. The ribbon cable
inside has all but come adrift from the 16 pin connector so I have 8 disconnected wires Can
anybody tell me which of the 8 pins on the circuit board connect to which. Similar phrases fiat
punto wiring diagrams: fiat punto wiring diagrams fiat punto airbag wiring fiat punto grande
punto airbag wiring fiat punto headlight wiring fiat ducato wiring diagrams. Latest searched
advices and car parts jeep liberty fuel level sensor jeep liberty fuel pump jeep liberty fuel pump
replace jeep liberty fuel pumps jeep liberty fuel regulator jeep liberty fuel sending unit jeep
liberty fuel tank jeep liberty gear cable jeep liberty gear noise jeep liberty gearbox. Ask an
expert. The first car under the brand FIAT was released sometime in Designed by a talented
engineer Faccioli, a car like the coach, was equipped with a 2-cylinder Boxer engine obsolete
capacity of 3 hp. The development team has asked Faciolli create the front of the car engine.
Faciolli answer was unexpected: he resigned. As with any company would have made, a
replacement was found in the blink of an eye. Enrico went to work, and within a year he
introduced a new 1. However, Fiat ceased to grow. Launched in , two-cylinder model Nuova was
made in the amount of more than 3 million units. To continue the series of popular models, the
FIAT model released in - a car that has become one of the most widely known, immediately after
the model. Speaking about the Ferrari , it was later attached to the Fiat , to be precise, in In the
same year, it was acquired Lancia. Adobe Acrobat Document FIAT Manual. Fiat Uno Owner's
manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 2. Fiat Workshop Manual Fiat Ducato Manual. Fiat Scudo
Training Manual. JPG Image Fiat Wiring. Fiat Wiring Supp. Graphic Interchange format 1. JPG
Image 1. Fiat Wiring Diagram. JPG Image 2. Portable Network Image Format Graphic
Interchange format You are currently viewing the FIAT Forum as a guest which gives you
limited access to our many features. Register now to join our community of over , members and
gain instant access to all we have to offer. Registration is fast less than 2 minutes , simple,
absolutely free and gives you access to a wealth of FIAT information. Register Remember Me?
Members List Mark Forums Read. Hey there! Don't be shy, come join us! So what are you
waiting for? Join the largest FIAT community on the web today! Join Date: Jun Hi all I've just
recently become the proud owner of a complete lemon of a grande punto 1. It had some known
electrical probs when purchased which I thought were relatively common fiat related power
steering, heater fan blower and 12v socket fixes but unfortunately all the gremlins appear to be
linked to the engine bay fuse board which unbeknown to me has a lot of corrosion on the under
side due to a missing nearside side inner wheel arch allowing all the road crud to build up
underneath. The previous owner who didn't own it long was aware of the probs but didn't let me
in on the secret tell tale holes in wiring everywhere from a multimeter. I've trolled the internet
looking but unfortunately all the fuse boxes and diagrams don't relate to my model. The only
fuse box I've seen the same is on ebay from a model. Join Date: Apr Although I don't think your
problems are related to the fusebox, I hope they are. About the fan, have you checked the
resistor? Why don't you just remove it and clean the multiplugs under it? Do you have the new
square type fusebox? Possibly a later fuse box s2? Picture now attached. Yes the steering
columns been replaced with a recon unit and the thermal fuse is fine. Everything works as it
should when bypassing the engine bay fuse box which seems to have a dead area where there's
no supply and a wiring diagram of this fuse box would make life a lot easier and would save a
lot of guess work. Attached Thumbnails. Also no multi plugs underneath to clean just pins that
appear to be crimped in. Join Date: Feb My car is an earlier one and i had this problem, would
randomly honk the horn and turn itself over while it was already running stripped the fuse box
out, cleaned up with contact cleaner and left to dry, re-installed and "weatherproofed" haha. All
fixed now after hours of head scratching recon steeering column fitted and fuse board cleaned
found offending corroded contact on the back of a relay on engine bay board. Posting Rules
You may not post new threads. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. The time now is
Contact Us Advertising Privacy Rules. Thread Tools. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Ducato fiat
ducato wiring diagram and fuse box. T Electrical Circuit Diagram. I'd love to be emailed when a
new, high quality document is available for my Fiat Grande Punto. My email address is:. By
using this website, you automatically accept that we use cookies. What for? Toggle navigation.
It is the third gen
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eration in the Fiat Punto series and was announced in August , and launched at the Frankfurt
Motor Show. In , it was joined by the facelifted Punto Evo. In , both were replaced by a revised
model, called simply Punto, thus resurrecting the model name of its predecessor. It is
manufactured in Italy, in Brazil from and in India from The Abarth Grande Punto is available in
three versions - the 1. The first tuning kit, known as Assetto, is designed to enhance the chassis
of the car, including the brakes and suspension. The kit includes ventilated and cross-drilled
front brake discs, cross-drilled rear discs, high performance softer front brake pads, special
shorter springs and inch white painted alloy wheels fitted with Pirelli P Zero tyres. Get notified
for new files? We'll send you a quick email when a new Fiat Grande Punto document is added.
Related Models. Fiat Official Website. Never miss out: Get notified when new Fiat Grande Punto
documents are added. About Manuals. Connect with us.

